Honda razz

The Yamaha Razz is an entry-level, single-speed, cc scooter that was manufactured from to It
was the lightest scooter available after In it was replaced with Yamaha's Zuma and Vino line of
scooters. The Yamaha Razz has a length of The seat height adjusted to its minimum level is It
has a total dry weight of lbs. The turning radius is 63 inches. From to , the scooter's bodywork
was available in dark violet or deep red. The Yamaha Razz has a two-stroke, air-cooled,
gasoline-torque induction engine with a compression ratio of 6. The engine is started by both a
kick start and electric combination fueled by a 4AH, V battery. Fuel is delivered using a mm
Teikei carburetor. The scooter is equipped with a single-speed automatic transmission. A new
Yamaha Razz in had a top speed of 35 mph and an average fuel consumption of miles per
gallon. According to the Yamaha Razz service manual, the steel-tube, under-bone chassis is
fitted with a telescopic-fork front suspension with 1. The rear suspension is fitted with single
shock with 2. Drum brakes are fitted in both front and rear, which measure 3. The brakes are
capable of a wear limit of 3. The scooter is fitted with 2. Yamaha Razz Specifications by James
Green. Chassis According to the Yamaha Razz service manual, the steel-tube, under-bone
chassis is fitted with a telescopic-fork front suspension with 1. The SH50 enjoyed an impressive
15 year run with being its last. The Minarelli engine is a well designed air cooled, 50cc 2-stroke
that is reliable and quite peppy. The Zuma and Jog utilized high end versions of this motor,
while the Razz got a simpler version that lacked a continuously variable transmission CVT
transmission and instead used a simpler single speed design. In its stock form, the Razz tops
out just over 30mph thanks to both its single speed gearing and detuned power. Yamaha
reduced the output from the Minarelli for the Razz with a few tweaks like a lower compression
ratio. The Razz design in North America was pretty basic fare. The brakes are basic drum
stoppers, which is adequate for most riders considering the light weight of this scooter. The
Razz was one of the lightest scooters available, weighing just lbs dry. Realistically, owners get
about 80mpg in normal mixed use. The Razz shared some parts with its Jog family member. If
you are looking for parts for your Razz, you might want to check on the microfiche at
BikeBandit. The Razz also got only a left side mirror. A right side mirror was available for an
extra charge. One downside to the Razz is that storage is non-existent. The gas tank and
vertical Minarelli engine consume all the space under the seat and Yamaha opted to save costs
by omitting any sort of a glovebox. Yamaha did sell a few accessories for the Razz, specifically
a windscreen, rear case and rear basket. The SH50 enjoyed a surprisingly long run from to The
Honda did have an underseat storage though which the Razz lacked. Back then there were no
scooters from Italy, China or Taiwan to under cut the price of the Razz. Well taken care of Razz
scooters remain reliable machines. Yamaha Scooters. Vespa Scooters. Suzuki Scooters. Aprilia
SR Aprilia SR Motard BMW C Evolution. BMW Scooters. Genuine Venture. Genuine Stella.
Genuine Roughhouse R Honda Spree NQ Honda SH i. Kymco ZX Kymco X-Town Piaggio X9
Piaggio Typhoon Suzuki Hyper AE Suzuki Burgman AN Vespa Sprint. Vespa Primavera. Scooter
Sales Brochures Service Manuals. Share Tweet. Brand Home Yamaha. Yamaha Riva Razz SH
Lots of relatively new examples available. Scooter Sales Brochures Yamaha. See all results.
More Stories. Yamaha Riva XC Make Yamaha. Model Razz. Electric start. Luggage rack.
Available June There will be more pictures available upon request. We also offer great financing
terms for qualifying credit. Call us for buying or trading your motorcycle, atv, or snowmobile.
Fresh new paint and dependable for short trips on any road because it's street legal. It is a fun
little moped ideal for students going back and for from home to school. Or someone a a major
university where parking is rough for a car, and only traveling a few miles a day from the dorms.
Model TT-RE. Model PW Model YZF-R6. Make Suzuki. Over the previous generation, it enhanced
the running performance and in-town versatility of the popular V-Strom brand. The cc, v-twin
engine features outstanding performance in low-to mid rpm range and has impressive styling
that stands out in form and function. The V-Strom ABS is an environmentally friendly vehicle
that has excellent fuel economy for daily commuting and weekend touring. The Suzuki V-Strom
is just what you dreamed of to tackle on your exotic getaway. The ABS monitors wheel speed,
and matches stopping power to available traction. An efficient engine design delivers high
mileage and class-leading riding range. Twin iridium spark plugs for each cylinder for better
spark strength and combustion efficiency contributing to increased power, a more linear
throttle response, easier engine start-up and a more stable idle. The 6-speed transmission is
tailored for active sporty rides with tighter 1st through 5th gear ratios, while keeping highway
cruises comfortable with a tall top gear. Lightweight and rigid twin-spar aluminum-alloy frame
and swingarm contribute to smooth handling performance and excellent stability at
high-speeds. Front dual mm-disc brakes and rear mm-disc brakes deliver smooth, controllable
stopping power. Expansion-resistant high-pressure brake hose enhances the responsive brake
feel. A 3-way height-adjustable windscreen, carefully shaped with extensive wind tunnel testing,
efficiently reduces wind noise and rider fatigue. Functional seat combines red-stitched

leather-look sections and suede-look, slip-resistant surfaces, and is topped off with an
embossed V-Strom logo. A lightweight, one-pie. Make Harley-Davidson. MY, miles. Color Amber
Whiskey. Garage kept and never laid down. Bike is in perfect condition. Clean title in Hand. If
not please dont waste our time. Contact: two four6 eig ht6two2. Not even miles! Everything
looks and works like new. Definitely a must see. Brand new battery and air filter. Starts up
without hesitation, runs and rides flawlessly. Scooters in this great of shape don't come around
everyday. Day Heights, OH. Baton Rouge, LA. Ridgefield, WA. Cheyenne, WY. Alamo, CA.
Alpharetta, GA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Yamaha Razz. Year Make Yamaha Model Razz. Category - Engine 49cc cc Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Make Yamaha 7
Harley-Davidson 1 Suzuki 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Runs and rides great, it has a kick start and electric start. Everything
works good. New battery spark plug and just tuned up, it runs strong and goes 35 mph. It has
title too. If you want it contact me before bidding. Picked up cash price is no less. If you want it
contact me nefore bidding. Good luck. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by
the seller because there was an error in the listing. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist
Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 19, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Similar
sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Item specifics Condition: Used Brand: Honda. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 19, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine
- Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller: carboncannondale31
Seller's other items. If one word could describe you, it is 'demanding'. Your penchant for going
above and beyond is second to none, expecting nothing less from things around you. Like a
sunroof in a hatchback, or the smoothest in CVT. The fact that you expect the absolute best in
everything you do proves that the New Honda Jazz is made just for you. The Best-In-Class
Space makes sure that you never run out of room for company. Armed with the smart key, a
push of the button is all it takes to set off on the most demanding of journeys in the New Honda
Jazz. An impromptu weekend getaway plan? A different seat height for the longer drives? Driver
Seat Height Adjuster is there for you. You want more? Be it the ability to seamlessly connect
with your smartphone and enable a digital lifestyle through intuitive and easy-to-use controls,
or the ease of unlocking the full potential of both iOS and Android phones with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto respectively. Add to that the Weblink which lets you seamlessly operate
popular smartphone apps, and the rear camera display on the infotainment hub, it turns into a
display audio system for the most demanding out there. The 7-speed Paddle Shift when
combined with Cruise Control makes sure that you have the smoothest driving experience, even
on the most demanding of journeys. Safe to say, the New Honda Jazz has got you covered, even
on the things you never demanded for. No demand of yours is too small, and we have every
little addition for you to make the New Honda Jazz your very own. From the classy spoiler and
dapper perforated steering cover, to mudguards and bumper mouldings that make your ride
even more safe, to plush, stylish seat covers that add to a sense of comfort and luxury. With
each additional accessory, you can personalise the New Honda Jazz to live up to your every
demand. Interested in New Honda Jazz? Just share your phone number and we will call you
back. Select Dealer. One-Touch Electric Sunroof. R15 Alloy Wheels. Electric Mirror with Turn
Indicator. Previous Next. Best-In-Class Space. Advanced Multi-Info Combi Meter. Apple CarPlay.
Android Auto. Media Player. V VX ZX Steering System. Suspension System. Brake System.
Petrol Front Disc Rear Drum. Body Cover. Wireless Charger with Smartphone Holder. Tail Gate
Spoiler. Step Illumination. Door Mirror Garnish. Floor Mat. Transparent Mat. Seat Cover Vertical
Lines. Seat Cover Gathering. Seat Cover Black with Blue Stitch. Seat Cover Perforated. Door
Visor. Steering Wheel Cover. Micro Fibre Cloth. Key Chain. Emergency Hammer. Click here to
book a test drive. It also comes with automatic air conditioning, cruise control, and
speed-sensing door locks, which provide convenience to both the driver and its passengers.
New to the Jazz lineup is the RS variant â€” a first in the local market, and probably something
that enthusiasts, as well as fans, will truly love. The hatchback is also able to seat five people

with ample space for luggage and accessories. With these traits said, the Jazz certainly is fit to
every Filipino car nut with form and practicality in mind. The third-generation Honda Jazz was
launched in the Philippines in June Upfront, the Jazz has independent McPherson struts with
stabilizer while the rear is equipped with an H-beam torsion beam, also with stabilizer. Front
brakes are ventilated discs while the rear wheels get drums. The reaction is quick; even varying
accelerator inputs are welcome. Handling-wise, the Jazz is stable at the most parts plus
maneuverability is one of its strongest traits because of its wide driving visibility and weight but
light steering feel. Its firm suspension is perfect in tackling winding roads easily, as well. Sound
is sent to six speakers. The air-conditioning system has touch panel controls while vehicle
entry is through a keyless system. The Jazz's interior is one of the most spacious in its class. It
uses Honda's straightforward layout with all the controls easily accessible by the driver. Hard
plastics can be found inside the cabin but the RS trim has sporty accents and red stitching all
over. Fabric upholstery is standard for the range. Among the best traits of the Jazz is its flexible
seating configuration that allows you to maximize its interior cabin space. Probably its most
famous selling point is the capability to accommodate a surfboard inside the car, provided that
the seats and backrests are folded accordingly. Those with 2 airbags got 4 stars in the same
category. Its flexible seating configuration is also a good thing to have as it maximizes the cabin
space that this hatchback offers. Lastly, the Jazz, even in its non-RS trim, is still one of the
best-looking among its rivals. The cabin NVH insulation also needs a bit of improvement.
Connect with the top Honda sales agents in the Philippines. These agents have good reply
speeds, process transactions quickly and have good customer reviews. Katrina Nicolas. Honda
Cars, Bulacan. Julie Ann Bernabe. Cle Javier. View engine specs, dimensions, safety and
technology features in our full variant pages. View the most compared cars versus the Honda
Jazz. Read our expert reviews, up to date news, video features and road trips. The Honda Jazz
gets a slightly altered look as it enters the Chinese automotive market. Honda Philippines jazzed
things up with the availability of the RS variant for their premiere hatchback. Honda tries to
maintain their stronghold by updating the Jazz and giving the Mobilio a refresh. Write a review
about your Honda Jazz and help other shoppers decide if this is the car for them. Ask our team
of experts any question and we will do our best to give you the best answer possible. The
Honda Jazz variants sold in the Philippines don't come standard with sunroof. In other markets,
a diesel-powered Honda Jazz is available. The Philippines, however, is yet to get this variant.
The Honda Jazz in the Philippines starts at P, and ceilings at P1,, at the beginning of The Honda
Jazz has been continuously included in the list of most reliable cars globally. Important:
AutoDeal. However, please note that vehicle specifications, prices, and images may be changed
by the manufacturers and dealerships without prior notice. Always test drive a vehicle before
purchasing. If you spot a potential mistake, feel free to contact us at info autodeal. You can
request quotations simultaneously from multiple Honda dealerships. Select your preferred
dealers from the list below. Ask for a quote from up to 3 dealers. You have only selected one
dealer, select up to 3 dealers and compare prices to get the best deal. Phone numbers won't be
sent to dealers unless verified. For more information on how we handle personal information,
please read our privacy policy. From: P , â€” , From: P , â€” 1,, From: P 1,, â€” 1,, Cars
Motorcycles Trucks. Car Loan Insurance Servicing. Pickup Truck. Station Wagon. View All 22
Photos. Interior The Jazz's interior is one of the most spacious in its class. What You Will Like
Powerful yet thrifty gasoline engine. Flexible seat configuration. Looks exemplary even when
dressed down. Firm suspension. NVH insulation needs improvement. View all Honda Agents.
Phoenix Orange Pearl. Modern Steel Metallic. Rallye Red. Taffeta White. Brilliant Sporty Blue
Metallic. Luna Silver. Body Type Hatchback No. Current Selection 1. Honda Jazz. Honda City.
Honda Brio. Mazda 2 Hatchback. Suzuki Swift. Toyota Yaris. View Top 10 Comparisons. Review:
Honda Jazz 1. View More Honda Jazz Reviews. View More Honda Jazz News. View More Honda
Jazz Videos. Get the best deal - Choose multiple dealerships to compare offers! Receive quotes
from multiple dealers in minutes. Check vehicle and color availability. Choose the best deal for
1991 honda civic ef
rav america
gm 10si wiring diagram
you. Dealer Details Ask for a quote from up to 3 dealers. Preferred Dealer. You must select at
most 3 dealers. Selected Dealers. Get more quotes and get the best price! Yes, please get me
quotes from up to three 3 Honda dealerships if applicable We will send your quote request to
other Honda dealers, which are close to the selected dealers chosen, so you can get the best
price! Preferred Color No Color Available. Are you an OFW? No Yes. First Name Last Name.
Phone Number Phone numbers won't be sent to dealers unless verified. Your Location in the
Philippines. Financing Option I need a car loan I already have a car loan I will pay in cash.

Preferred Car Loan Duration 5 years 4 years 3 years 2 years 1 year. Message Hi, I would like to
receive a financing quote for the Honda Jazz, thank you. Is send three quotes. Is car loan
needed. Preferred Color da 6e f0f0f0 ba e Similar Cars Promo Available. Promo Available. View
More Brands. Honda Jazz 1. Manual CVT. Front-Wheel Drive. Not Available.

